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ABSTRACT
In roads building, classical asphalt mix manufacturing commonly requires the heating (at 160°C) and the complete drying of aggregates. The induced energy cost has opened the way to develop alternatives processes and materials with low energy/carbon materials such as Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA). In warm mixes processes, aggregates manufacturing temperatures are different and lower than the Hot Mix ones. However, manufacturing temperature reduction can locally lead to poor bonding between bitumen and aggregate during the mixing step, due to the bitumen viscosity increasing, although bonding quality measurement remained a challenge. The aim of our study was to presents two thermal inverse methods for bonding quality assessment. These methods are based on Thermal Contact Resistance (TCR) assessment between bitumen and aggregate, during asphalt mix manufacturing. The experimental test principle consisted of heating both bitumen and cylindrical aggregate to their manufacturing temperatures (over 100°C) and to put them into contact thanks to a special experimental device. According to initial samples temperatures, heat transfer occurs from the bitumen to the aggregate. Two variants of the sequential Beck's method were used to solve the inverse heat conduction problem: the first one consisted of determining the TCR from heat flux and temperatures and the second one consisted of identifying directly the TCR. The TCR values were interpreted as bonding quality criteria.

Results showed low sensitivity to temperature measurement noise in the second variant of the inverse method. Moreover our study showed that bonding quality depends on bitumen and aggregate temperatures. The higher the component’s temperatures, the lower the TCR values and better is the bonding quality.

INTRODUCTION
In roads building, classical asphalt mix manufacturing commonly requires the heating (at 160°C) and the complete drying of aggregates. This operation induces high energy consumption. In the last decade roads companies have developed new processes based on fuel consumption reduction. In these processes coarses aggregates temperatures can be reduced significantly [1-3]. The component’s temperatures reduction induces bitumen viscosity increases. However, the effect of this high viscosity on the bonding property between bitumen and aggregates are not well known. In the manufacturing step, hot liquid bitumen comes into contact with hot or warm aggregates. This leads to bonding between the bitumen and aggregates. The influence of bitumen and aggregates temperatures on the bonding quality has not been studied yet at manufacturing conditions. However, some studies
have been carried out at room temperature on cool material manufacture at high temperatures.

Conestrari et al [4] have studied the adhesion/cohesion properties of bitumen-aggregate system and the effect of moisture damage by using mechanical pull-off tests. Varying the temperature of the aggregate surface between 90 and 135°C was expected to influence the adhesion between bitumen and aggregate, and moisture susceptibility. A higher surface temperature should result in higher adhesion values since the lower bitumen viscosity allows better bonding, which should lead to lower sensitivity to water damage. This hypothesis was tested with two types of aggregate (porphyry and limestone). These tests were conducted at room temperature (25°C and 40°C) and some specimens conditioned with immersion. Their studies showed that surface temperature effects were negligible for both aggregate types at 40°C and not negligible in other cases. The difficulties of these tests are the fact that the results are very scattered and need statistical ANOVA treatment to be well understood.

Vasconcelos et al [5] have characterized the adhesion between bitumen and aggregate at different aggregate temperatures by measuring the total energy of adhesion (TEA) using DSC apparatus. Two vials were used, one empty (reference) and the other with 8g of aggregate (sample) consisting of sand of 1.15mm maximum diameter. The aggregates were treated at four different temperatures (90, 110, 130 and 150°C). Bitumen solutions were prepared using 1.5g of bitumen dissolved in 11mL of HPLC grade toluene because the binder in a toluene solution does not compromise the physico-chemical characteristics of the bitumen. Moreover bitumen molecules in a toluene solution have similar kinetics to those of molecules in liquid bitumen at elevated temperatures. This process avoids bitumen heating. The cells were allowed to reach thermal equilibrium. Equilibrium was confirmed as the point when the heat flow ceased to change over time. After reaching thermal equilibrium, the asphalt binder solution was injected with syringes into the vials. The asphalt binder molecules preferentially adhere to the aggregate surface reducing the total energy of the system and producing heat. The heat flow from the reaction cell was recorded over time and the system was allowed to return to thermal equilibrium. The area under the heat flow curve over time was integrated to obtain the TEA. Their results showed that for the non-porous aggregates used, lower aggregate pretreatment temperatures (within the range of 90°C to 150°C) did not significantly impact TEA.

Le Goff et al [6] have investigated the heat transfer that occurs during the solidification of semi-crystalline polymer on a mold surface. On the microscopic scale, the mold surface is not completely smooth and consists of small asperities production from the surface profile. When liquid polymer approaches the mold surface, contact occurs at the peaks of asperities. Rapid cooling at these peaks induces solidification of the polymer to nucleate from these sites. Indeed, it is a location where heat flux density is maximum. They showed that the diameter of the crystallized area increased. The increase of the air gap volume due to the shrinkage during crystallization increases the Thermal Contact Resistance (TCR). When crystallization is complete, the thermal contact resistance continues to grow at a smaller rate. Just after the contact, its value is relatively high and it decreases to reach a minimum. This decrease is due to the evaporation of the air layer which is trapped in the surface roughness. It takes some time to be evacuated. This principle is quite similar to what occurs during asphalt mixture manufacturing when hot bitumen comes into contact with hot aggregates.

In our study the experimental device used in reference [6] was modified to put hot bitumen into contact with a hot or warm aggregate substrate. The aim of this study is to assess the TCR between both components. As in the case of many studies, [6-13] the interfacial thermal properties such as TCR, surface temperature or heat flux, assessment required inverse heat conduction problem solving. This paper deals with thermal contact resistance between bitumen and aggregate substrates in hot and warm asphalt mixture manufacturing conditions. This TCR was analyzed as a bonding quality indicator.

The sequential method widely described by Beck [16, 17] was used. Two variants of the sequential inverse method were performed to solve the inverse heat conduction problem. The first one consists of determining TCR from heat flux and component’s surface temperatures and the second variant consists of direct identification of the TCR.

All methods showed good agreement. However, the first method was more sensitive to the temperature data recorded noisy. Moreover, our study has shown that bonding quality depends on bitumen and aggregate temperatures. The higher the component’s temperatures, the lower the TCR values and better were the bond quality.

 NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_p</td>
<td>specific heat capacity, Jkg⁻¹K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>thermal effusivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δt</td>
<td>time interval, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>time, s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>number of future time steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n, k</td>
<td>time discretisation index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>number of sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>abscissa, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>bitumen thickness, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>distance between TC5 and TC4, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δx</td>
<td>space interval, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>average estimated temperature, °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>sensitivity coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>inverse of TCR Wm⁻²K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Residual function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>measured temperature, Km²W⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>arithmetic average of the absolute values of the measured profile height deviation, µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC_i</td>
<td>measured by sensor i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCR</td>
<td>thermal contact resistance K m² W⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greek symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>thermal conductivity, Wm⁻¹K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>density, kgm⁻³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( \varphi \) heat flux Wm\(^{-2}\)

**Subscripts**

G.s granular substrate

b bitumen

i,j space discretisation index

**MATERIALS**

Bitumen is a natural polymer of low molecular weight, and behaves as a viscoelastic material. Its microstructure is widely studied by DSC [18, 19]. It is rigid and brittle at low temperature, flexible at room temperature, and flows at high temperature. The bitumen used in this study has the following characteristics: pen grade 35/10 mm and softening point ring and ball temperature 53.6 °C. It has 8mm average thickness and 50 mm diameter.

The aggregate substrate (gneiss substrate) consisted of a cylinder cored with 52mm high and 70mm diameter from a block. Its base surface roughness was characterized by an optical profilometer. The arithmetic average of the absolute value of the measured profile height deviation (Ra) was 75μm. Four micro-thermocouples, constituted by wires of 80μm diameter, are placed in the aggregate along its vertical axis. For an accurate implementation of the wires and no disturbance of the heat flux, the substrate was cut along an axial symmetric plane, in two parts. On one of these parts and at different depths from the surface, each wire was soldered on its end on the centre line and placed in a thin parallel groove to the aggregate surface to minimize the heat drain. The exact positions of the sensor junctions with respect to the surface, given in Table 1, were measured by an optical profilometer before the two parts were precisely re-assembled. The first thermocouple which was the most important for the measurement sensitivity respected rather well the conditions described in reference [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC1</th>
<th>TC2</th>
<th>TC3</th>
<th>TC4</th>
<th>Ra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+1.48mm</td>
<td>+1.43mm</td>
<td>+1.48mm</td>
<td>+5mm</td>
<td>75μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Roughness (Ra define in above paragraph) and thermocouples positions with respect to contact interface

The aggregate and bitumen thermal conductivities were measured according to the guarded hot plate method. In the temperature range of interest 30°C to 160°C, we found a constant value of the thermal conductivity of these samples. The results are given in Table 2.

Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) was used to investigate the thermal behavior of the specimens. Heating, as defined here, was heating of the samples at a moderated rate by the calorimeter, an average of about 10°C/min up from -80°C to 200°C. The region of interest is from 30°C to 160°C. In this temperature range, the heat capacity was approximated by quadratic polynomial. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show DSC results for bitumen, doped bitumen and substrate.

The specific volume was measured by the PVT-\( \alpha \) apparatus described in reference [21]. The specific volume was assumed to be linear between 30°C and 160°C as found by the experimental result. The thermal properties are summarized in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal properties</th>
<th>Aggregate</th>
<th>Bitumen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (Wm(^{-1})K(^{-1}))</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat capacity (Jkg(^{-1})K(^{-1}))</td>
<td>( C_p(T) = -9 \times 10^{-4}T^4 + 1.512T + 630.37 )</td>
<td>( C_p(T) = 7.1 \times 10^{-4}T^4 + 2.441T + 1834.7 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific volume (m(^3)/kg)</td>
<td>( \nu(T) = 5 \times 10^{-7}T^4 + 4 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>( \nu(T) = 4 \times 10^{-7}T + 9 \times 10^4 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Apart from specific heat capacity, all other properties of bitumen and doped bitumen are similar.

![Figure 1: DSC results for bitumen and doped bitumen](image1)

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

The purpose of this study is to investigate the bonding quality when hot bitumen is put into contact with hot or warm aggregate during the mixing operation of asphalt mix manufacturing. In the manufacturing of warm mixes [1-3], bitumen is generally heated to 160°C when aggregates are heated to a temperature range between 100°C and 150°C. This induced a low cooling rate of bitumen during the aggregates coating. The bitumen cooling leads to its viscosity increasing and can limit its penetration in the aggregates microcravities. The consequence of bad aggregate coating is water sensitivity of the pavement at room temperature. Water is known to delaminate the bitumen and aggregates interface. It is then

![Figure 2: substrate specific heat capacity](image2)
more important to ensure good bonding between the bitumen and aggregates during mixing operations at high temperature.

However, till now, no experiment has measured the bonding quality during manufacturing step. The experimental study we performed here allows to study bonding quality in the manufacturing step.

First of all, the granular substrate sample described previously was insulated and fixed to plate P0 as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig 4. This plate was equipped with a hot oil circulating system. Then, the top side of the granular substrate is heated by the plate P0. Plate P1 is placed at the substrate bottom. The upper side of this plate P1 contains the same hot oil circulation system as plate P0. This allows heating of the bottom side of the substrate to ensure uniform temperature (T1) in the substrate sample. The bottom side of plate P1 is equipped with a heater that allows heating of the upper side of the bitumen to temperature (T2). A plate P2 located at the bottom of the bitumen sample, and equipped with heaters, ensures the bitumen bottom side heating and achieves uniform temperature T2. The bitumen sample was placed previously in an elastomer ring. When all temperatures are uniform in each sample, the plate P1 is removed and the granular substrate is suddenly put into contact with the hot bitumen sample. After contact establishment, the heat flux flows through the interface. A better thermal contact leads to an important heat flux flowing through the interface. The bitumen interface temperature decreases whereas the substrate interface temperature increases. Because of the imperfect contact due to the air trapped into the roughness of the substrate and the heat flux convection, the bitumen interface temperature is different to the substrate interface temperature. We can then define the thermal contact resistance as the temperature gap at the interface over the heat flux at the interface. A small value of TCR means good contact between bitumen and aggregate.

All the experimental tests were carried out using the following conditions: holding pressure: 5 bars, bitumen temperature: always higher than substrate temperature in asphalt manufacturing conditions, contact duration: 60s.

Figure 3: Schematic view of the experimental system before contact establishment

Figure 4: Schematic view of the experimental system after contact establishment

DIRECT PROBLEM FORMULATION

The samples were initially heated to the required temperatures. Afterwards, the aggregate was put suddenly into contact with the hot bitumen. The temperature evolution was measured by the sensors located in the substrate and at the bitumen bottom. The surface temperatures and heat flux assessment lead to a nonlinear inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP) due to the variations of the thermal properties with temperature shown in table 2. For the nonlinear case, the unknowns interfacial temperatures \( T_{1b}(t) \), \( T_{b}(t) \) and the interfacial heat flux \( \phi(t) \) need to be determined from the following mathematical formulation of the direct problem in the bitumen and substrate regions between sensors TC5 and TC4.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda \frac{\partial T(x)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (k \frac{\partial T(x)}{\partial x}) &= 0, & 0 < x < L, & 0 < t < t_f, \\
-k \frac{\partial T(x)}{\partial x} &= \phi(t), & 0 < t < t_f, \\
\frac{\partial T(x,t)}{\partial x} &= \frac{\partial T(x,t)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial T(x,t)}{\partial x}, & 1 < x < L, & 0 < t < t_f, \\
T(x,0) &= T_b(0), & 0 < x < L, \\
T(x,L) &= T_{1b}(0), & 0 < x < L, \\
T(x,0) &= F(x), & 0 \leq x \leq L \\
TCR(t) &= \frac{T_{1b}(t) - T_b(t)}{\phi(t)}
\end{align*}
\]

The boundaries conditions \( T_{1b}(t) \) and \( T_b(t) \) are the temperature history measured by the sensors TC5 and TC4. As additional information, temperatures histories are given by other sensors (TC1, TC2, TC3).

INVERSE ANALYSIS

There is many different ways to solve inverse heat conduction problem (IHCP). Some of them can be found in references [9, 10], [13-17], [22, 23]. In this paper, two inverse methods are used to solve the problem defined by Eqs (1)-(8). Two variants of the sequential Beck's method [9, 13], one using
the interface heat flux estimation and the other one the direct TCR estimation are used to solve the problem.

**Surface heat flux assessment**

The solution of the boundary problem described by Eqs. (1)-(8) with temperatures and heat flux unknowns can be obtained by minimizing the mean-square deviation discrete functional, described by Eq. (9) under constraints. One assumed the IHCP has been solved up to time $t^n$; the estimated heat flux $q^n$ and the temperature field $T^n$ are known. Next, the time is advanced one step to $t^{n+1}$ and an estimate $q^{n+1}$ is calculated. Four temperature sensors are located at a different depths $x_k$ below the substrate surface. A temporary assumption is made that heat flux is constant over time steps. An estimate is sought of the value $\phi^{n+1}$, constant over $r$ future time steps that minimize the least squares error between the computed and measured temperatures at the sensors locations. The least squares function is expressed as:

$$J(\phi^{n+1}) = \sum_{x_k} \left[ T(x_k, t^{n+1}) - T(x_k, t^{n+1}, \phi^{n+1}) \right]^2$$

(9)

where $Y(x, t^{n+1}) = Y^{n+1}$ and $T(x, t^{n+1}) = T^{n+1}$ are respectively the measured temperature and estimate temperature at the sensors locations. $T^{n+1}$ is obtained by solving the direct heat conduction problem Eqs. (1)-(8).

The value of $\phi^{n+1}$, constant over $r$ future time steps, that minimizes $J$ is sought, and the sensitivity coefficients can be written as:

$$S_{x_k} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial \phi^{n+1}}$$

(10)

Expanding the temperature field at the first order in a Taylor series about an assumed heat flux $\phi$,

$$T^{n+1}(\phi^{n+1}) = T_n + (\phi^{n+1} - \phi^n)T^{n+1}$$

(12)

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (10), and solving for the desired heat flux,

$$\phi^{n+1} = \phi^n + \frac{\sum \sum (S_{x_k}^{T^{n+1}})}{\sum \sum (S_{x_k}^{T^{n+1}})}$$

(13)

The sensitivity coefficients $S_{x_k}$ are the solution of the sensitivity equation formulated as follows:

$$\lambda \frac{\partial S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi} = \lambda \frac{\partial T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(14)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial ^2 S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi^2} = \lambda \frac{\partial ^2 T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(15)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi} = \lambda \frac{\partial ^2 T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(16)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi} = \lambda \frac{\partial ^2 T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(17)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi} = \lambda \frac{\partial ^2 T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(18)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi} = \lambda \frac{\partial ^2 T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(19)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial S_{x_k}(x, t)}{\partial \phi} = \lambda \frac{\partial ^2 T^{n+1}}{\partial \phi^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(20)

We deduce the temperature field $T^{n+1} = T(x, t^{n+1})$ according to following relation:

$$T_j^{n+1}(\phi^{n+1}) = T_j^{n+1}(\phi^n) + \lambda (\phi^{n+1} - \phi^n)S_j^{n+1}$$

(21)

Where $T_j^{n+1}$ are the obtained temperatures from the direct problem solving at abscissa $X_j$ and time step $t_{n+1}$ for $Q_n$, heat flux assume.

Eq. (21) allows assessing bitumen and substrate surface temperatures. Using Eq. (13), the TCR can be found according to Eq. (8). For more detailed of this method references [6, 14, 24] can be consulted.

**Direct Thermal contact resistance assessment**

Eqs. (2) and (3) can be rewritten to introduce the unknown TCR directly. This procedure allows identification of the TCR without surface temperatures and heat flux assessment. The direct problem formulation becomes:

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(22)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(23)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(24)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(25)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(26)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(27)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(28)

$$\lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial t} = \lambda \frac{\partial T(x, t)}{\partial x^2}, \quad 0 < x < L, \quad 0 < t < t^n$$

(29)

As described previously, the heat conduction problem is formulated in the least-square sense and consists of determining the optimal solution $h$ that minimizes the function:

$$J(h^{n+1}) = \sum \sum \left[ T(x, t^{n+1}) - T^{n+1}(h^{n+1}) \right]$$

(30)

The minimization procedure remains the same and step function sensitivity coefficient can be written as:
The corresponding sensitivity coefficients are obtained from the following sensitivity equation:

\[
\left(\rho(r)\right)_r \left(h^{m+1}_{i,j,k}\right)_r = \lambda \frac{\partial^2 h^{m+1}_{i,j=k}}{\partial t^2}, \quad 0 < x < 1, \quad 0 < t < t_f, \tag{32}
\]

The first part of result analysis concerns the comparison of the methods described in the previous sections. For this comparison the substrate and the bitumen was heated respectively to 80°C and 30°C. The surface temperature and heat flux and the TCR were then computed. Figure 6 and figure 7 show respectively the thermal contact resistance and the surface heat flux evolution after the contact. All methods show good agreement between TCR and heat flux results. However, in the first seconds after contact figure 6 and figure 7 shows that Beck’s heat flux identification method TCR results are noisy compared to Beck’s direct TCR identification method results. This is due to the fact that the TCR assessment from surface heat flux and surfaces temperatures induced an amplification of the TCR noises because it combines the temperatures and heat flux noises.

The TCR can be deduced according to Eq. (29).

\[
\text{RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION}
\]

**Repeatability of the experiment**

We have conducted two tests for bitumen temperature of 80°C and substrate temperature of 30°C. The aim was to test the repeatability of measurements. Fig. 5 presents the obtained TCR results. We can note good agreement between the first and the second test for a long time. After 40 seconds small differences can be noted due probably to two dimensions effects that can occur on the insulated surfaces sides. For simplicity of figures the following notation was chosen: B80G30. This mean that the bitumen (B) was heated to temperature i and the granular substrate (G) was heat to temperature j. The discussion of the results is done in the next sections.

The first part of result analysis concerns the comparison of the methods described in the previous sections. For this comparison the substrate and the bitumen was heated respectively to 80°C and 30°C. The surface temperature and heat flux and the TCR were then computed. Figure 6 and figure 7 show respectively the thermal contact resistance and the surface heat flux evolution after the contact. All methods show good agreement between TCR and heat flux results. However, in the first seconds after contact figure 6 and figure 7 shows that Beck’s heat flux identification method TCR results are noisy compared to Beck’s direct TCR identification method results. This is due to the fact that the TCR assessment from surface heat flux and surfaces temperatures induced an amplification of the TCR noises because it combines the temperatures and heat flux noises.

The first part of result analysis concerns the comparison of the methods described in the previous sections. For this comparison the substrate and the bitumen was heated respectively to 80°C and 30°C. The surface temperature and heat flux and the TCR were then computed. Figure 6 and figure 7 show respectively the thermal contact resistance and the surface heat flux evolution after the contact. All methods show good agreement between TCR and heat flux results. However, in the first seconds after contact figure 6 and figure 7 shows that Beck’s heat flux identification method TCR results are noisy compared to Beck’s direct TCR identification method results. This is due to the fact that the TCR assessment from surface heat flux and surfaces temperatures induced an amplification of the TCR noises because it combines the temperatures and heat flux noises.

The first part of result analysis concerns the comparison of the methods described in the previous sections. For this comparison the substrate and the bitumen was heated respectively to 80°C and 30°C. The surface temperature and heat flux and the TCR were then computed. Figure 6 and figure 7 show respectively the thermal contact resistance and the surface heat flux evolution after the contact. All methods show good agreement between TCR and heat flux results. However, in the first seconds after contact figure 6 and figure 7 shows that Beck’s heat flux identification method TCR results are noisy compared to Beck’s direct TCR identification method results. This is due to the fact that the TCR assessment from surface heat flux and surfaces temperatures induced an amplification of the TCR noises because it combines the temperatures and heat flux noises.

Figure 6: TCR results assessed with heat flux identification and direct TCR identification methods

Figure 7: Heat flux results assessed with heat flux identification and direct TCR identification methods

Figure 5: repeatability of measures conducts for B80G30 case.
Results analysis

From Fig. 6 result, the following analysis can be done:

After the contact establishment quickly decrease of the TCR is observed. The air is expelled from bitumen-substrate interface causing a high TCR decreasing until a minimal value. Because of roughness of the substrate surface, there is an air layer at the interface between bitumen and substrate. This air gap acts as a resistance. During the first time, TCR depends of substrate roughness, surface tension of the liquid bitumen, wettability and contact angle of the surface, nature of the trapped air and pressure of liquid bitumen. At the end of this stage, the wetted surface and heat flux are maximum. Then TCR is minimum. The TCR is established just on the roughness peaks. Bitumen starts to cool down at these peaks and its cooling leads to its viscosity increasing.

The second step is characterized by the TCR growing. As the substrate’s initial temperature is smaller than the bitumen temperature, the contact induces bitumen surface temperature cooling. The bitumen cooling causes its thermal shrinkage which conducts to a slight increasing of the air entrapped in the microcavities at the interface and then increases the TCR value. The thickness of the viscous part of bitumen increases progressively and contracts from the substrate which increases at the same time the size of the interfacial air gap. We assumed that the TCR is totally established when the bitumen surface temperature becomes stationary. The profile of the bitumen surface temperature will be discussed in next section.

Effect of components temperatures

The study of the bonding quality was carried out for several heating cases. The substrate temperature varies from 30°C to 150°C and the bitumen temperature from 80°C to 160°C. Fig. 9 shows the TCR results computed by the Beck’s direct TCR identification method. According to Fig. 9, one can note that the increase of the components temperatures induces a decrease of the TCR value. The higher values of TCR are obtained for B_80G_30. In this case the bitumen is more viscous and cannot penetrate into the micro-roughness of the aggregate. The smaller values of the TCR are obtained for B_160G_150. In this case bitumen is very liquid with low viscosity and this ensures good wettability of the substrate rough surface. In the cases which the substrate temperature is greater or equal to 110°C, the first time TCR values are not very different. However after a long time these values become different due probably to the difference of the thickness of entrapped air. In these experimental tests, the temperatures of some warm mixes are reproduced. We note that, the reduction of the temperature in the warm mixes can induce a loss of bonding quality.

As explain previously, the TCR is assumed to be established when the bitumen surface temperature is constant. These temperatures are represented on Fig. 10. Except B_80G_30 the others surface temperatures are stationary from 20 seconds and TCR are established.

Effect of additives

In warm asphalt mix manufacturing, road companies generally add some additives into the hot bitumen before
putting it into contact with aggregates. The additives role is to reduce bitumen viscosity and / or to improve bitumen spreading over the aggregates. Our study proposes to study the effects of some common additives (Ceca, Oleoflux and Greenseal) by TCR measurement. These additives are mixed with bitumen before putting the bitumen in the elastomer ring. They are totally soluble in the bitumen. The effects of the additives in terms TCR are shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11: effect of additives on TCR value

The effect of additives was studied for a substrate temperature 150°C and bitumen temperature 160°C. For additives Ceca and Greenseal no significant reduction of TCR can be noted compared to the case B_{160}G_{150} without additive. Indeed, studies conducted by Gonzalez et al [1] showed that the Ceca additive dosed at 0.5% did not change the bitumen viscosity while Greenseal additive modifies the bitumen viscosity even at 1% but his effect was not found in our study. In contrast, the Oleoflux additive reduces significantly the TCR value 1.24 $10^{-3}$ Km²/W at 20s. This additive is known to modify highly the viscosity, adhesion properties and the mechanical properties of bitumen [3]. The presence of Oleoflux additive in the bitumen, improves the heat transfer rate by minimizing the effect of numerous microcavities filled by air thanks to its surfactant properties. We should mention that the TCR values depend on the roughness of the substrate surface and does not take into account the dynamics due to mixing operation. However, this experimental test has the benefic to assess the TCR. We proposed to study the effects of the additives at the manufacturing period. The additives generally used by roads companies when components temperatures are reduced to ensure good wettability or low bitumen viscosity effect was studied. We found bonding improvement by the Oleoflux additive, the effect of others is not significant.

One of the main objectives was to make a comparison of the TCR results according to the chosen inverse method. Two methods are used and all of them show good agreement on TCR results. Only the induced noise is different. We suggest finally using Beck’s direct TCR identification method to assess the TCR.
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